In a macroscopic approach, the solidification of a binary alloy is governed by the heat and soluté équations coupled with Navier-Stokes équations. The latter ones contain a penalization term so that they apply not only to the zone where the alloy is liquid but also to the zone where both liquid and solid states coexist This is the so-called mushy zone.
Since the liquid and mushy zones are a priori unknown the évolutive problem is very hard to handle mathematically, even for a simpler case [5] . We consider hère the stationary problem and we prove an existence resuit using Leray-Schauder*s homotopy Theorem (see Theorem 10.3, p. 222 in [7] ). This work extends [4] and [2] to the alloy case.
The outline of this paper is as follows : Section 1 is devoted to a description of the physical model. In Section 2, the assumptions on the data are stated and the définition of a weak solution is given. A regularized problem is studied in Section 3 and our main existence resuit is established in Section 4.
To complete this introduction, we give some notations. . dû
MODELLING
Let us consider the solidification in a domain £2 of a binary alloy composed of a principal compound (say Aluminium) in which there is a soluté (say Silicon at 7 %). As time goes on, three domains Q%, Q m and Q s gradually appear, evolve, or disappear within Q. The first domain is fully liquid, the second is a fine mixing of both solid and liquid, and the third is fully solid (see The mixing is due to the dendritic growth of the solid into the liquid, whose proportions are given by the solid fraction f s and the liquid fraction ft=l -f s . In the folio wing, Q m % = Q\Q S will refer to the domain not fully solid (Le. fully liquid or with a mixing). An averaged variable is introduced as a convenient treatment of the mixing. Take a macro scopic isothermal box containing a part of the dendritic zone (see fig. 1.1) . We dénote by eg and c s the concentrations of the soluté in the liquid and solid, and define the mean concentration c by the relation Clearly in Q% we have f s = 0, in Q s we have f s = 1 and in ü m , the solid fraction f s will take a value given by a phase diagram describing the phase changes (see fig. 1.2) . The température of the alloy in 9 with 9 F and 9 E being the fusion and eutectic température respectively. On one hand, this diagram gives, for a given température 9 e (9 E , 9 F ), the concentration y s (0) of the soluté for which the solid alloy begins to melt and the concentration y%(9) of the soluté for which the liquid alloy begins to solidify. On the other hand it indicates the concentrations of soluté in solid and liquid phases which can coexist at the thermodynamical equilibrium. The mushy zone corresponds in the phase diagram to points inbetween y s (0) and
We assume that the process of solidification holds at the thermodynamical equilibrium. In the mushy zone, where y?(0) < c < y s {0) and 0 E < 9 < 9 F , we have and therefore We extend f s by 1 and 0 in the solid and liquid zone respectively. We have seen that in the mushy zone we had cg -yç(O) ; clearly c$ = c in the liquid zone. Denoting by v the velocity field and by p the pressure our model ( P ) reads
The term F(c, 0) is hère the external force acting upon the liquid. Using
) where p is the mean value of the density, g is the gravity, C x and C 2 are two real constants, and 0 r , c r are référence température and concentration. This System is completed by Dirichlet's boundary conditions for v and 0 and Neumann's boundary conditions for c. We set v = 0 on èQ mî , 0 = 0 ô and d n c = 0 on dû. We finally mention that the penalization term K(f s )\ with K(x) = C Q x 2 /( 1 -JC) 3 which appears in Navier-Stokes équations and which accounts for the mushy effect is due to Carman and Kozeny. We refer to [1] for a complete description of this model.
ASSUMPTIONS AND WEAK FORMULATION
Throughout this paper we assume that Q, y v , y f , F, K and 0 ö satisfy the assumptions mentioned below. The first concerns the domain Q :
l^connected set with a boundary dQ of class C .
Concerning the solidus and liquidus curves, we assume : We extend a to C? m u © p by continuity. For the comparison principles to hold, the extension of a to IR 2 is not fully arbitrary. Level sets of extended a are shown in figure 2.2 (where 0 < a < y î (9 E ) ). The remaining part of this work establishes the theorem.
THEOREM 2.2 : There exists a weak solution to Problem (P).

A REGULARIZED PROBLEM
In this section we introducé a regularized problem and we prove an existence resuit using Leray-Schauder's homotopy Theorem. Theorem 3.1 will be a conséquence of the following lemmata. We first introducé four operators and prove that they are well-defined and satisfy continuity and compactness properties. Let % be the product space , (3.8)
, (3.9) for all WG i^(Q), <p G alto) and //G H\Q), which also satisfies the f p l conditions 0 -0 ó e H l 0 ( Q ) and Clearly (v e ; 0 e ; c e ) is a solution of (3.1)-(3.3) if and only if it is a fixed point of the operator G. In the following, we prove that G has at least one fixed point and consequently the first part of Theorem 3.1 will be established. So lim llfifjfcll/,!^) = 0 by Lebesgue's Dominated Convergence Theorem. We complete the proof of (3.10) by observing that the séquence g m itself converges to 0 in L ( Q ). The proof of (3.11) is very similar.
• LEMMA 3.4 : The operator G is well-defined continuons and compact.
Proof : It follows from Proposition 2.3, p. 30 in [9] for Stokes problem and from standard regularity results for the inverse of the operator -A that the operator G is continuous from
is compact and G is compact. Poincaré's inequality and estimâtes (3.12) and (3.13) allow us to conclude that there exist a constant C independent of X such that
We finally choose <p-6 X -X6 Ô and rj = c x in équations to prove that 6 X and c x are bounded in H l ( Q ) uniformly with respect to X. This lemma is now a conséquence of Leray-Schauder's homotopy Theorem.
• Proof of Theorem 3J : As said before, the first part of Theorem 3.1 is immédiate since a fixed point of G is a solution of Problem (P e ). Moreover, it is easy to see that any solution (v A ;0 e ;c e )e x °f Problem (P E ) is uniformly bounded with respect to e.
•
EXISTENCE OF A WEAK SOLUTION
We are now in position to prove our main resuit. As a conséquence of Theorem 3.1, for e e (0,1], any solution ( v £ , ö e , c e ) G X of Problem (P e ) is uniformly bounded in x with respect to e, By compact embeddings, there exists (y ; 0 ; c) e x an< i a séquence, still indexed by e» such that where C is an independent of e. As s vanishes, K{ 1 -E) blows up and compels || vJ| (L 2 (jr)) » to converge to 0. Consequently v = 0 in J?T and the arbitrary choice of 3r means that v = 0 in Q s , The convergence in the heat and soluté équations are standard. The conditions 0^0 and 0 ^ c =£ yç(O E ) follow at once from Lemma 3.4. The proof of our main resuit is now complete.
